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“The picture that you took with your camera is the imagination you want to 
create with reality.” — Scott Lorenzo
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“The camera is an instrument that teaches people how to see without a 
camera.”

— Dorothea Lange



The Lost And Found Workshop Team

Lead - Amit Pasricha

Workshop Coordinator & Digital Support - Somya Malik

Heritage Expert - Intach Regional Chapter

Workshop Assistant - Proneet De Kashyap

Documentation - Rajan Gajurel



Scenario
• India as one of the world’s largest, oldest, richest civilizations is 

known for it’s abundance of built heritage.

• While ASI protects 3650 monuments, 35,000 to 7,00,000 structures 
lie unprotected. Delhi alone has over 1000 unprotected 
monuments.

• Dialogue on heritage is limited and the youth is particularly 
disengaged on this subject.

• Photography is a powerful tool of connecting with the outside 
world, of discovery and of sharing a vision.

• Photography, like any other language, is the skill of communicating 
your thoughts, beliefs, passions with the world. 

• The Mobile Phone Camera with its convenience and inbuilt 
connectivity to social media platforms is the photographic tool of 
today and the future.



The Goal of the Workshop 

Aims to draw attention of the youth to our heritage using the medium 
of observations through Mobile Photography.

How to draw max juice from your Mobile Phone Camera. 

Teach fundamentals of form, light and composition, with particular 
focus on architectural photography

Collaborative network leveraging social media platforms and #hashtags 
to connect participants from across workshops to come together and 
share their experience around photography, monument visited, 
collaborate on projects and so on.



Day Schedule

Module 1 - In Classroom - Duration 1.5 Hrs

1. Opening talk by Amit Pasricha on his photography with examples.  
2. Some knowledge about heritage and heritage conservation in 

India and the monument selected for a visit.
3. Some technical details about the mobile camera such the grid 

function, focus, HDR, panoramas, portrait mode will be covered. 
In-camera editing tools and popular third party softwares will 
also be addressed.

4. Some creative inputs such as Composition and Framing, using 
Available Light, Rule of Thirds, Negative Space.

5. Multimedia presentation with examples of good photography 



Day Schedule

Module 2 - Field Visit - Duration 3 Hours

1. Field visit to a local Lesser Known Monument conducted along 
with respective Art Teachers/ History Teachers. 

2. Some knowledge about that particular structure and its historical 
significance imparted to students by Intach volunteer.

3. Students to submit up to 3 pictures to Art Teacher/Online upon 
return. Teacher to conduct a Plenary Session for shortlisting best 
pictures with the participants

4. A mini exhibit of the workshop to be printed and displayed in 
school

5. Certificate of Participation given to all and Certificate of Merit to 
the most deserving student after evaluation.



Participation Structure

1. Workshop is Free for all participants 
2. Maximum number of students - 20
3. Students to bring their Smartphone for the Workshop. 

Instructions will be given only using the chosen mobile phone 
platform.

4. Amit Pasricha and his staff will conduct the entire session in 
conjunction with the Art Teacher & History Teacher. 

5. Digital Prints @ 3 per student will be given to the art teacher for 
a mini exhibition in the school. Exhibition to be organized by the 
respective school for a duration of 2 weeks.



Requirements from School

1. Projector and Laptop for a PowerPoint Presentation 
2. Student Sign Up List to be prepared in Advance
3. Responsibility and transport to and fro the monument site 

selected for the workshop to be provided by the school.
4. Art Teacher/ History Teacher to accompany the students on 

excursion.
5. Art Teacher/ History Teacher hold Plenary Session and to email 

pictures to the workshop coordinator.
6. School to organize exhibition with prints and posters provided.
7. School to organize pick up of Certificates.



#indiafound



“The book itself is monumental, offering eye-popping photography of ruins and landscapes 
and buildings. There is a timeless quality to the photos… when savoring Mr. Pasricha’s 
gorgeous work.” The Wall Street Journal

“Monumental India, the oversized and extraordinarily sumptuous new collection of images 
by Amit Pasricha triumphantly raises the coffee-table- book bar.” National Geographic 
Magazine

“This is monumental work and literally so…each of these works is worth framing and 
putting up on your walls right next to your Tyeb Mehta and Raja Ravi Verma.” India 
Today Magazine



“It is a whopping feast for the eyes - all carved marble, red walls and kites wheeling across 
bright blue skies.” The Guardian, UK

“Brilliant photographs capture the supremely sublime in the seemingly mundane. It’s a life 
normally difficult to capture on camera. But Amit Pasricha’s photographs do that.” India 
Today Magazine 

“This is Pasricha’s most extraordinary book to date. This is a book of incredible beauty 
and these images literally have to be seen to be believed. There’s unlikely to be a more 
special book on this subject for a very long time.” The Indiaphile, UK 



“Amit Pasricha’s photographs of Mughal monuments should be considered among the most 
moodily atmospheric examples of architectural photography in our era.”
Norman Weinstein, Arch News Now, UK 

“This book features photographs of such perfection they seem almost artificially perfect. 
Stunning!” The Palm Beach Post, US 

“Amit Pasricha’s photographs are staggeringly beautiful and impossible to praise too 
highly.” The Spectator, UK



“With India at Home, Pasricha seems to be discovering new nuances to the panorama. If 
his initial photos were monumental, his painstaking finesse over the craft, sacred, this 
surprising new turn, is where Pasricha’s panoramic practice has truly come home..”
Better Photography, India

“Amit Pasricha manages to capture the spirit of each home …. in this extraordinary new 
book.” Steve McCurry, Photographer, USA 

“Some books leave you open-mouthed. Amit Pasricha’s India at Home is one of them…a 
heroic attempt to seize quicksilver Time, to freeze the moment so we can look back in 
wonder.” Hindustan Times, India



Amit Pasricha +91 9810192215
panoramist@gmail.com
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